JUST RIGHT DESIGN

Just Right Design Sdn. Bhd. (JRD) is a landscape architectural consultancy firm, which involve in landscape planning, master planning, urban design and environmental study. The energetic and experienced team are master in develop in a customized, detailed plan incorporating a multitude of options that suits the design concept, budget and architecture of the project. Their experience and expertise stand them in good stead to undertake any landscape architectural projects, from modest residential assignments to large scale commercial projects.

PHILOSOPHY: ‘BE EVERYTHING’

Be with nature
- based on beauty, humanism and appreciation towards the Mother Nature, inspiration of our design forms the nature itself, to discover the art inside, reveal the true beauty and enhance the values inside.

Be dynamic
- be timeless and be dynamic: not controlled by the catchphrases of the times, changes and morph throughout the time, with flow, changes with rhythms. in short, about design that elevates and restores

Be engaged
- is part of the story of a community, designed by human and it is for human, we strongly believe that a well-designed landscape not only increases the real estate value of the property along with that of the neighbourhood but can contribute significantly to the quality of the lifestyle.

Be fantasy
- dreams and inspiration, materialize ideas, to bring the landscape fantasy to life.

Be balanced
- architecture and nature, unite in a compelling building, where discipline brings the balance of design and function.

www.jrdlandscape.com